A resolution proof procedure that operates on well-formed formulae with a11 quantifiers in place is presented. Extension of the unification a l g o r i t~ to Q -u n i f i c a t i o n ( i . e . with quantifiers in place) is also discussed. The procedure involves a single inference rule called W F F -r e s o l u t i o n which is proved to be sound and complete.
I. Introduction
Interactive theorem proving through resolution becomes more tractable if we can retain the original form of the formula which will make it easier for humans to guide the theorem prover. (I) The intuition behind selecting appropriate quantifiers in expressing the problem is lost i n t h e conversion.
NC
(2) The sentence becomes too complex when quantifiers are removed, in particular those within the scope of (nested) equivalences. In our method we dispense with Skolem functions and instead use the dependencies (defined later) of an existential variable.
Definitions
Terms are defined recurslvely as follows:
(i) A constant is a term.
(li) A universal variable is a term.
(ill)An existential variable is a term whenever its dependencies (defined later) are terms.
(Iv) If f is an n-place function symbol, and tl,...,t . are terms, then f(tl.--.,t n) IS a term.
(v) All terms are generated by applying the above rules.
We are taking into account c o n s t a n t s and f u n c t i o n s slnee we may have explicit occurrences of constants and functions different from Skolem constants and Skolem functions. Let Q be a quantifier, S I and S 2 be wffs.
(0) Q is positive in QS I-
